Deadly Climate without mending is nothing,but toward GLOBAL EXTINCTION,which is far
more than Any Wars !!. Thereby,urgent Global Climate War Declaration is decisively
necessity.It is War Declaration that enable prompt regime transition without confusions.

[ ] Why Government and People will not Act ?? The Mind Process.
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Why global people could be so apathetic for facing climate worsened day by day ?.
Do you consider those as for a while,it is not my problem,but others ?.

Why global people could be so cool for having known global extinction ?!!.
Do you consider those as because also massive others seem entirely neglect the risk ?.

Why global people could be so ignorant for technical possibility of the salvation ?!!!
Do you consider those as impossible,because the problem is extremely too big !!
No,it’s possible by Arctic Cooling and 80%CO2 cut by renewable energy implementation.
You have been being operated not to notice the possibility by conspiracy.
http://www.777true.net/We-have-already-gotten-technical-tools-to-intercept-climate-hell.pdf

In fact,the international climate debate for 30 years long had done nothing effective
conclusion.Because politicians are anxious for conserving own status at now by growing
economy with massive oil consumption(populism),which will not accept too inconvenient fact,but
lead to neglect by global ensemble synchronization.For the time being(at least in my
terms),there would not be visible worsened result. Most of them considered so.
Author’s recent finding is that those are entirely due to a big global conspiratorial of well made
mind operation due to the oil Emperor Rockefeller(Exxon Mobil)with CIA.

http://www.777true.net/IPCC-the-injustice.pdf
http://www.777true.net/The-Rockefeller-File.pdf
Kernel of mind operation is to extract and to amplify weak points of peoples mind.
The reason is evident. People will entirely try to conserve state which give comfortable and
pleasure life,but they will not accept bitter life such as less oil consumption. Above all,
entrepreneur who has been busy for accomplishing immediate sales target fear and hate
revolution which threaten global capitalism regime with massive oil consumption
technology. Car,electric tools,production systems,and so on.Those are all with massive oil
consumption. Overwhelming success of oil civilization will not allow another civilization.Climate
mending is nothing,but civilization change. Something strong mind change is necessary.This is
also moral struggle between atheism suicide wisher and creation keeper(theism).

Following may be essential actuality of climate problem.
if people consider it impossible,it would become impossible.
If people consider it possible,it would become possible.
*Technical aspects of climate mending is not impossible !!.
However to tell so,it is not that all general people can confirm coming climate hell world by
science and also all of them could confirm the climate salvation technologies by technical
knowledge.Thereby,in order to trigger global action on climate ,an authorized policy decision
method is absolutely necessary by some ways.Note climate scientists could confirm coming
climate hell,while they could not trust the salvation technology(Arctic Cooling and 80%CO2
cut)at that time.Since then(

2000,Arctic Methane positive feedback) they had substantially

become silent.It is also due to awful political suppression against them.

[ ] Another Possible Solution.
In fact,climate policy by UN(IPCC climate science report for policy maker and the annual COP
meetings)is substantially camouflage to deceive global people.Because IPCC never tell deadly
climate fact such as imminent Methane Catastrophe Possibility in Arctic.

Just do NOT tell them the monster exists:The Arctic Methane Monster
http://arctic-news.blogspot.jp/2013/10/just-do-not-tell-them-the-monster-exists.html
It is not that Climate never be comprehensible,but only by the expert.Scientists of other field and
Engineers could understand climate science,then note that essential knowledge on climate
mending is only two.That is, urgent Arctic Cooling Implementation and urgent more than
80%CO2 Cut Implementation by renewable energy and energy saving for a while.
Another big scale task is economy planning for life assurance for all the people in the regime
transition.People may be anxious for the regime transition,it is so to say a betting to survive.

Note Deadly Climate without mending is nothing,but toward GLOBAL EXTINCTION,
which is far more than Any Wars !!.

Thereby,urgent Global War Declaration is absolutely necessity.
It is only War Declaration which enable prompt regime transition without confusions.
*Global Extinction event is far more than Any Wars.At least political,business leaders and science society
had known the deadly fact.While they could not take any effective measure at all.It is entirely upside down,
which is deed of those who is against God(truth,justice,and philanthropy).

It is only urgent global war declaration that could save the world facing deadly climate war.

⑴War declaration enable prompt regime transition without troublesome confusions.
In fact,there would be no sufficient time left for climate mending such as melting sea ice in
Arctic.Especially East Siberian Arctic Coast is told critical for mass methane eruption.
As time goes on,mending difficulty would be increasing year by year.
Certainly earlier times would be hard for massive people,however it is the hardness that could
release people by inventions with strong motive.

⑵None nation people are against the regime,because only by which they are to be saved.
Above all,political life assurance for all people is decisive.

⑶The Technical and Economical Tasks.
Ⅰ:Urgent implementation of Arctic Cooling Engineering.
Ⅱ:Urgent more than 80%CO2 cut.
Ⅲ:Life assurance policy for all people.

[ ] How to make Global Climate War Declaration ?!!.
It is big tragedy that those who had been engaging climate warning for long years is none but
who had known too well about the difficulty.To tell from the every beginning,climate problem is
too heavy for climate scientists.Because it includes technical and political engineering invention.
At that time,they had’ nt known the engineering possibility(Arctic Cooling & Renewable Energy).
It is this tragedy that had made them desperate for the climate salvation. Another strong reason
is political suppressing against them by the regime commander.Once they had made a heavy
decision,it becomes difficult to turn.??Scientists is peculiar person nervous for their failure??.
Also author himself has been being fear for his failure to tell true false.It’s due to job nature.

However it is too stupid none can avert coming unprecedented climate catastrophe by such
trivial reasons.As was mentioned,Climate Catastrophe is far more than Any Wars.This decisive
fact can be understood also by scientists in other fields & engineers who are with science.
This is also understood by global massive general people.

Now author will try to call for them the climate salvation.Also you should do at once.
Note {Arctic Cooling & Renewable Energy,Life Assurance Economy Design}are all engineering.
Above all,political engineering to build global unite by a common recognition is decisive.
Anyone who has been facing deadly climate & economy wish a hope the valid.Author has been
telling himself that you have been being defeated by 99% possibility,but not by only miracle.

APPENDIX-1:

Die or Do_Mending the Deadly Climate_the Problem-Solution-Reaction.
http://www.777true.net/Do-or-Die_Mending-on-Deadly-Climate_the-Problem-Solution-Reaction.pd
http://www.777true.net/Q-A_Die-or-Do_Mending-the-Deadly-Climate_the-Problem-Solution-Reaction.pd

APPENDIX-2:Is

it really all right to declare before getting detail plans ?.

Recent worsened climate trend has justified past climate predictions.That is,within few
years,symptoms of climate catastrophe would become evident more and more. That is,coming
confusion is inevitable whether declaration be or not.However declaration is a step to salvation,
while no declaration is toward desperate world. To tell from very beginning,war declaration by
nation is always without preparation.It is declaration-itself that can accelerate preparation.
APPENDIX-3:Is

it really right that climate mending technology is effective ?.

If you will not try,it is toward desperate world.A pessimism is symptom of inability.
For an example,Arctic cooling geo-engineering has been being studied by few engineers and is
not sufficient studies.It is not that one can prove it impossible.Global transition of renewable
energy is problem of money in advancing nations.This is the rich advanced nation’s duty.
If you count global military and oil consuming budget,you will find it ease.
Once declaration had been done,many latent problems would be revealed.It is this revealing that
can accelerate rapid problem solution.Once people encounter a problem,they will manage it to
settle.Without optimism,we can not !!.A pessimism is nothing,but toward desperate world.
In authors experience,an engineering and optimism is a co-body.

⑴Even having started 80%CO2 cut,global temperature rise will not stop instantly,but continue to
rise for at least 2 decades,temperature down term is almost same long or more.Then the term
will encounter worsened climate with severe devastation.

Certainly we are to face long climate war times !!!.
However,some technology invention might shorten climate war times.
In other world,it is nothing declaration that has been intercepting necessary inventions.

⑵Someone warned that CO2cut would reduce soot in atmosphere,which increase solar input.
Then harmless something soot should be spread on oceans by some ways.Then the soot
making must not emit CO2.Thus invention is necessary.Engineers never lose their jobs.

－Views from Demand Side－.
⑶Saving Foods,Energy,and Delivery System is highest priority.
Best is self sufficient small society with less delivery system.
Those were the most usual in old times for long mankind history.
This is entirely against growing global trading policy at now.
By anyhow,increasing foods production is decisive in the wartimes.
Because agricuture is to directly face worsened climate environment !!!.
Note rail way is best energy performance !!
⑷Maybe wind turbine with H2 gas generation would be best energy system.
Easy reserving & consuming system had already been developed.
Massive H2 production is possible at certain windy coasts.
Marine wave power is also best energy source.
Strong wind in mountain top might be good for energy source.
Durable time of solar cell should be more than 50 years.
Technology for the mass retirement must be established.
The energy efficiency increasing must thoroughly be surveyed.
⑸Underground Residence become stable in severe climate worsened world.
At wartime,any nation people digged underground tunnel to get stable place.
After all,city regions with mass energy consuming system might be of no use in
coming climate war times.
⑹Establishing special resuque troops for climate disasters.
Large scale mountain fires must be stopped by setting precaution system.
Engineering for intercepting damage in floods and droughts.
Developing H2 gas strong engine is preferable.
⑺Desert forestation technology for increasing foods production.
⑻Algae growing technology for massive CO2 absorption.
⑼Massive CO2 absorption technology.
⑽Geo-engineering for insolation input controlling.
Geo-engineering for oceans cooling.
⑾Urgent establishing Arctic Cooling Technology.
⑿Culture Change in transition from business to freeness in climate wartimes.
The fundamental demand in climate wartime is saving foods and energy. Also counter
technology for climate disaster is necessary.While something mental and educational
care is decisive in such tough life for long years. Less energy technology in
communication systems is preferable.

